Abstract-Consistent transition algorithms preserve salient source motion features by establishing feature-based correspondence between motions and accordingly warping them before interpolation. These processes are commonly dubbed as preprocessing in motion transition literature. Current transition methods suffer from a lack of economical and generic preprocessing algorithms. Classical computer vision methods for human motion classification and correspondence are too computationally intensive for computer animation. This paper proposes an analytical framework that combines low-level kinematics analysis and high-level knowledge-based analysis to create states that provide coherent snapshots of body-parts active during the motion. These states are then corresponded via a globally optimal search tree algorithm. The framework proposed here is intuitive, controllable, and delivers results in near realtime. The validity and performance of the proposed system are tangibly proven with extensive experiments.
INTRODUCTION
S YNTHESIZING realistic human motions requires lot of skill and intensive labor. Thus, reuse of existing data sets becomes an attractive option. Motion transition is a reusability technique that stitches and blends motion clips. Though it encompasses representation, correspondence, and interpolation of motions, only interpolation has been comprehensively addressed by the animation community.
Representation helps identify salient features in motion clips. These features need to be corresponded in different source motions before interpolation can be done. The correspondence mapping is used to stretch or squeeze source motions in order to align their key features. This process is referred to as warping and is done to preserve the key corresponded features in the interpolation result. The idea of preserving motion features in transitions is often dubbed consistent interpolation [9] , [12] , [19] , though the role of ensuring this consistency is equally shared by representation, correspondence, and interpolation mechanisms.
The greatest impediment to consistent real-time transition of motions is the absence of economical representation and correspondence methods. The importance of user interaction during representation and correspondence processes is often ignored simply on the basis that they are "offline." It may be argued that an offline system still needs to be interactive to help maintain the creative workflow of animators. Optimization techniques that require 10 to 40 minutes [7] to train and classify motions are a severe detriment to creative editing workflows.
Another serious limitation to transition between generic motions is the lack of a framework that can be controlled at a semantic level. Existing representation [7] and correspondence [21] methods cannot be controlled by the user. Though several low-level features (e.g., acceleration zero-crossings and end-effector separation distances [5] ) have been used to analyze motions, these have not been combined to provide coherent snapshots of entire body parts.
Last, knowledge-based analysis contributed by biomechanical and procedural animation research [12] , [14] , [16] has not been applied to motion representation. Templates codifying common motions (e.g., locomotion) have not been used in 3D data analysis even though they are widely used for synthesis. Use of such templates could establish a common structural reference between similar actions displaying diverse styles. The absence of templates for generic human motion analysis can be attributed to the lack of frameworks that can controllably combine analysis from different domains.
Given the lack of suitable preprocessing algorithms, existing transition techniques [12] , [19] , [25] rely on handlabeled motion features and correspondence mappings. Besides being labor-intensive, this is a severe detriment to autonomous motion transition in environments where source motions change frequently. We address these limitations through a novel analytical state-based representation of source motions and globally optimal state correspondence. We believe that motions can be represented with a few key states that describe their salient features. These states can then be used to establish correspondence between motions. Our approach is unique in several ways: 1) It is not tied down to any one particular analysis method; 2) the user can choose the importance of features used to represent and match the motions; 3) it does not attempt a principled categorization of motions into known classes, focusing instead on maximizing the semantic similarities between motions. The main contribution of this paper is the automation and semantic control of representation and correspondence for generic human motion transition at highly economical rates.
RELATED WORK

Motion Representation
Motion representation [1] is an ongoing research topic, restricted primarily to recognition and computer vision applications. Though consistent motion transition techniques [9] , [15] , [19] rely heavily on classification results, the latter's automation has been largely bypassed by the computer animation community till very recently [7] .
A popular representation technique is to decompose motions into a sequence of states. These states could either be unique postures [12] , [16] or loose clusters in posture space [7] spread over a duration of time. The Hidden Markov Model (HMM) [7] , [23] , [24] is a popular statistical framework where representative states and transition probabilities are learned from training sequences. The main drawback of HMM methods is that they are extremely computation intensive, solving several combinatorial problems at a time. Furthermore, the user has no control over the state-clustering mechanism because it is meant to be "hidden." Last, the training set may not be adequately rich, especially for difficult to perform motions.
On the other hand, kinematics analysis methods allow semantic control over representation because the precise criteria for low-level event detection are known, e.g., contact patterns of end-effectors, angular maxima/minima, etc. Limited forms of kinematics analysis have been used to abstract constraints [5] , [15] and motion cycles [20] . However, no effort has been made to combine these lowlevel DOF events to describe full-body articulated motion.
State machines in procedural animation [8] , [16] , [17] have been formulated after manual analysis of common motions like walking, running, sitting, reaching, etc. The states are essentially kinematics-based, drawn from a collection of low-level DOF events, e.g., foot leaves ground, maximum torso inclination, etc. Unfortunately, procedural animation rules have not been used to automatically analyze motions with similar properties. Recent work on uneven terrain gait animation [22] has used biomechanical and procedural rules to understand motion data, but the approach is still specific to locomotion.
Motion Correspondence
Motion correspondence needs to be established in order to enable consistent interpolation. Two main techniques are employed to establish correspondence: signal shape-based [21] and state-based [7] matching. Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) [9] , [21] is a well-established signal processing technique that examines value differences between neighboring samples and angles included between two neighboring segments to define correlation. On the other hand, statebased matching [7] involves sparse correspondence at key junctures of motions.
Though dense signal correspondence seems more attractive, in practice, several well-established transition techniques [7] , [12] , [19] have adopted the state correspondence paradigm. DTW [21] works well in disciplines like sound and image processing because of the drastically lower number of DOFs than articulated 3D human motion. Human figures have a large number of DOFs capable of motions with significantly different angular profiles. These motions may still possess similar characteristics, unexplained by signal shapes. DTW falls well short of establishing meaningful correlation in the midst of such variety in high-dimensional space. Furthermore, the computation and memory requirements of DTW make it inappropriate for repetitive or online usage. State-based representation allows matching between motions at a semantic level, defined by feature analyzers. Unlike DTW, the emphasis of representation is on salient semantic features in the motion rather than motion-signal shapes. This also allows compact representation and economical matching. Last, DTW correspondence proceeds independently for every DOF in an articulated figure. In general, different DOFs will have different correspondence mappings, leading to a highly uncoordinated correspondence result. Since motion states represent DOF-groups (body-parts), the degree of disorientation is significantly less. This paper demonstrates the qualitative and quantitative benefits of semantic state representation and correspondence with dramatically reduced computation.
FRAMEWORK OVERVIEW
The principal criterion that guides all our design decisions is the need for an economical solution that works reasonably well and can be intuitively controlled. Analytical solutions are chosen instead of numerical methods because of their tractability and economical performance. Metadata [5] in the proposed system is a multilayered information repository of the essential features of motion clips. Wellstructured metadata libraries save a lot of manual specification and, hence, accelerate the motion editing pipeline.
The goal of this framework is to create a maximally representative set of states that describe the main features of body-part motion, using kinematics events. While a state represents features of an entire section of the body at a given time, an event represents a feature in an individual DOF. States are chosen as a unit of representation instead of events because they provide a more coherent snapshot of the motion than low-level events. An important objective is to minimize the number of states per motion and maximize the number of events per state. This is to ensure that the subsequent state correspondence process is not deterred by slight time offsets in low-level events, a common occurrence in real motions. It also reduces the dimensionality of the state space in which the correspondence algorithm searches for the best solution, a very important factor in realizing economical solutions. However, a degenerate correspondence space (two or less matched states) is meaningless to the subsequent motion transition warp mechanism, so thresholds that aggregate events into states should be sensitive to the motion length.
The kinematics events can be either generic low-level events or part of a knowledge-based template. The former type can be contributed by any DOF in the body, while the latter is contributed only by the DOFs specified in the template. Furthermore, templates look for definite patterns of a few low-level events in specific sections of the motion, unlike their generic low-level counterparts, e.g., if we want to look for properties of a punch in a given motion, we should search for a specific order of shoulder abduction/adduction, elbow flexion/extension and fist contact/release. Partial matches could also contribute to the motion's final state representation. This multilayered approach is motivated by the need to inject human knowledge (templates) into motion representation and yet maintain a generic framework (low-level events) that can analyze unknown motions. This paper considers two generic event analyzers (angular maxima/minima and end-effector contact) and a lowerbody template (locomotion) to illustrate the framework. The analysis methods for these classifiers are described in Section 6. Though by no means complete, this minimal set of classifiers performs adequately well (see Section 9) . To enable data set-independent representation, anatomical transformation is done on it before performing event analysis (see Section 4) . Fig. 1a illustrates a simplified relationship between events and states. Only the left elbow flexion/extension and the left foot-contact patterns have been shown for clarity. The graphs shown below the mannequins in Fig. 1a represent the left elbow's animation curve and the left foot's ground-contact detection results. As evident from the example, state I is an aggregation of two slightly timeoffset events e 1 (elbow-flexion) and e 3 (foot-contact), to represent a full-body state. The other states (i.e., state II and state III) are contributed by individual events (i.e., e 2 and e 4 because there are no events in their near vicinity).
In order to have a compact and relevant representation, only the most interesting DOFs should be analyzed. This is termed DOF segmentation. A simple criterion favoring the degree of variation in a DOF is discussed in Section 5. In practice, the user should be offered a few choices given that the segmentation problem is an open-ended one. The issue that arises out of selective representation due to DOF segmentation is the compatibility of state domains between different motions. In general, different motions will have different representative DOFs contributing to their feature descriptions. In order to match these motions, a basic compatibility in their domains has to be ascertained in the first place. Compatibility can be defined as follows: All matched motions must have a common set of contributing DOFs before similarity in their motion features can be measured fairly. This objective directly conflicts with a selective representation scheme.
In order to strike a balance, representation arising from the DOF segmentation introduced above is established as the motion's primary representation. Additional DOFs analyzed (just before matching states) to maintain compatibility provide its secondary representation. The secondary representation serves as a "texture" to the main analysis and varies according to the needs of establishing compatibility between motions, defined by the collective primary representation of corresponded motions. For example, if two motions A and B are being considered, with respective primary DOF sets P A and P B , a compatible analysis set of ðP A [ P B Þ needs to be established for each source motion before state construction and correspondence can proceed. The secondary representation for motion A here is ðP A [ P B Þ À P A and, for motion B, it is ðP A [ P B Þ À P B . If cached, secondary DOF sets need not be analyzed repeatedly during online comparison of motions. This context sensitive method ensures a compact yet relevant representation. The state construction process is online because of the dynamic nature of the representation and is explained in Section 7. Fig. 1b illustrates context sensitive representation for walking and kicking and walking and running, with the aid of hypothetical sets of primary DOFs (shown as enlarged dark spots on segmented joints). The large ellipses that encompass these motions signify that they are being matched with each other. In Fig. 1b , (i) and (iii) represent two different contexts of walk motion representation, and (ii) and (iv) show associated contexts of the kicking and running motions, respectively, just before state construction and correspondence. The light gray patches linking the enlarged gray dots in Fig. 1b highlight the secondary DOF sets that are analyzed to ensure that analysis results are available from the same DOFs in both motions (see compatibility definition above).
After states are constructed, motions are optimally corresponded to yield the longest as well as the most semantically relevant match sequence. This semantic relevance is established by discriminating between events arising from an event metric (e.g., via differing values between angular maximum/minimum pairs) or between event metrics themselves (e.g., a template event may be given higher priority than an angular maximum/minimum event). The event prioritization mechanism provides an elegant way to control semantic importance of each descriptor and is therefore unique among existing representation and correspondence methods [5] , [7] , [21] , [24] which cannot be controlled by the user.
The concepts introduced so far will be developed using a specific set of event analyzers before reconverging on the generic properties of this framework. The best way to illustrate these concepts before getting into details is a practical example. Fig. 1c shows the four main events of righthanded punching and slapping, the time progressing from left to right. The punch is open-fisted in the figure because the palm and finger DOFs' motions were not captured in the used data set. The first two and last two events in each motion are actually quite closely spaced in time. Following certain rules of event assignment (explained in Section 7), these events can be combined to create coherent states ðI; ::; IV Þ in Fig. 1c) . The enriched states in Fig. 1c now represent the motion of the entire right arm. A time ordered set of such units describes a body part over the entire action. This ordered set is referred to as state-sequence throughout the rest of the paper. How big a body-part should a DOF event represent? Though there are many possibilities, this paper links DOF events to either the lower or the upper body representation. The main reason for this arrangement is that the functionalities in these two halves are usually distinct-locomotive and dexterous activities, respectively [3] -performed with different coordinations. More subsets could be created if motions display finer coordination variances, e.g., between left and right arms or legs. Returning to the example in Fig. 1c , since states I and III and states II and IV are perfect matches, the state correspondence is successfully mapped by c 1 and c 2 . Since closely spaced, overlapping events are aggregated into states, correspondence mappings on state-sequences are resilient to minor event-level timing variations common in real motions. The matching would have been less coherent if it had proceeded in the conflicting event sequence space as illustrated in Fig. 1c .
We now present some simple analysis techniques and then propose a way to create context-sensitive states to represent motions.
MOTION METAPHOR
This framework is suitable for orthogonal units (independent of other actions) of simple motions (primitives) like a run cycle or a kick. Limiting transitions to small units of motion rather than entire complexes at a time yields a better chance at correspondence. This "divide-and-conquer" approach allows us to avoid crippling computational loads associated with large search spaces [7] . An articulated figure can be effectively characterized by its angular motion profile and its interactions with the environment. Though motion can be characterized with joint (or body point) positional data, joint angular data is used as it provides a more standardized metric for relative motion than positional data. Environment interaction is analyzed by tracking Euclidean distances between interaction objects and specific joints on the articulated figure. Fig. 2a shows the anatomical degrees of freedom for various joints of the human body. The DOFs are asymmetrically distributed, unlike MOCAP data channels which have three Euler angle DOFs for all the joints and three additional translational DOFs for the pelvis. An anatomical [11] transformation is performed on the data set (see Fig. 2b ) for setup-independent motion representation. Details of the transformation can be found in the Appendix. Since most bone segments are nearly aligned with one of the principal local coordinate axes in our setup (see Fig. 2c ), the results of the anatomical transformation also closely resemble the original Euler angle profiles.
DOF SEGMENTATION
Before detecting motion states, we identify a subset of DOFs that can best represent the motion characteristics of the associated body-part to save time and memory spent in analyzing "irrelevant" DOFs. This process is termed DOF segmentation. A simple segmentation criterion suffices for most cases, but may need manual refinement for subtle motions. This does not degrade the efficiency of the motion editing pipeline since manual DOF segmentation is a far less tedious process than hand-labeling motion states and correspondence mappings. It needs to be done only once (i.e., when a motion is added to the action database) with a few mouse-clicks, at best, from the human operator who selects additional "interesting" DOFs. We choose motion-signal variance for angular DOF segmentation since it accurately and economically reflects the degree of joint motion. Though this metric may not segment low magnitude but aesthetically important DOFs (e.g., a subtle hand gesture of an orchestra conductor), it works well for most cases (e.g., pronounced actions like kicking, jumping, or throwing). The DOF variance measures are then ranked and only those animation curves with variance above a threshold percentile (fraction of the highest DOF variance in the given motion) are marked as candidates for angular analysis. Percentile-based thresholding extracts the worth of angular DOFs to the net motion more accurately than absolute thresholds. Variance is sensitive to outliers and noise, so data sets with such attributes need prefiltering.
Sensitivity weighting has been used in [7] , [10] to measure ratios of Cartesian and angular motion to scale the importance of joints causing more motion. This measure has not been applied here to allow all joints an equal chance to represent the motion irrespective of length of the bones they move. Furthermore, the sensitivity measure unfairly favors joints further up in the skeleton hierarchy, i.e., motion qualities that are contributed by distal joints are unduly credited to proximal joints.
A few end-effector segmentation methods have been suggested in [5] , [20] , like end-effector acceleration zerocrossing and fixed distance detection between end-effectors. The implemented system relies on user-specification of endeffectors required for tracking. The feet are tracked by default, for interactions with the floor. An issue with human limb tracking is the choice of the joint that yields positional data that is easiest to threshold and resilient to noise. We have found the ankle joint to be most suitable for classifying ground interaction events as it yields the most pronounced contact-data distribution among the feet DOFs.
ANALYTICAL EVENT DETECTION
Terrestrial actions are caused by a combination of joint activation and end-effector interactions with the environment. Therefore, local maxima/minima (extrema) of joint angles and contact/release patterns of end-effectors (or body parts in the general case) are ideal descriptors of salient motion features. Events are defined as points in time where DOFs undergo a marked change compared to their immediate motion history. It is different from existing methods that work in pose-space [20] , instantaneous posevelocity space [9] , and instantaneous pose-acceleration space [5] because it yields a much more compact and intuitive representation of motion. This section concentrates on two types of analytical event segmentation: end-effector contact and angular curve maxima/minima detection.
Bindiganavale and Badler [5] use end-effector acceleration zero-crossings to isolate candidate times for evaluating possible object-interaction constraints. The disadvantage of this method is that acceleration flips are associated with velocity maxima/minima, which occur much more often in high frequency MOCAP data than synthesized data. This implies verbose representation for high frequency motions. To avoid this problem, velocity zero-crossings are used to detect events. Since this involves positional extrema, it is visually easy to verify the detection results as well. The tracking methods are now discussed in detail.
Angular Analysis
A combination of joint angles defines a posture. A series of such postures defines an animation. At DOF level, identifying local maxima or minima establishes points in time where that DOF contributes to an extreme posture. The keywords here are "extreme" and "contributes," which need to be explained before continuing the discussion. An extreme body posture may actually occur over a few frames if contributing DOFs assume a maxima or minima at slightly different times. Furthermore, not all DOFs may be involved in an "extreme" posture, which leads to an openended question: What is an extreme posture? At DOF level, a posture extreme can be defined as: 1) threshold angular change with respect to the last identified extreme in the DOF motion history or 2) the instantaneous angular velocity undergoes a sign flip. Defining 1) as intensity, a DOF contributes to a body posture only if it exceeds a certain intensity threshold.
To suit the application requirements, a practical multipass, analytical solution has been devised. Fig. 3a, Fig. 3b,  Fig. 3c, Fig. 3d illustrate how velocity flips lead to the segmentation of peaks (p 1;2 ) and valleys (v 1;2 ), but only extrema fp 2 ; v 2 g are marked as events (see Fig. 3d ) because of their significant change w.r.t. their immediate predecessors fv 1 ; p 2 g. The noisy instantaneous angular velocity in Fig. 3a is subjected to a smoothing filter on the detected flips (gray boxes in Fig. 3b ). The surviving extrema fp 1 ; v 1 ; p 2 ; v 2 g in Fig. 3c are subjected to intensity thresholding in Fig. 3d which filters off weaker events fp 1 ; v 1 g. The relative intensities that are compared against the intensity threshold are as follows:
where i 1;::;4 are angular values of the extrema (see Fig. 3d ) and i 0 is the value of the first sample. In cyclic motions, i 0 assumes the intensity value of the last detected extreme (i 4 in the above case, due to the periodic property of the signal).
There are several alternative minimization techniques like the Golden Section search, Parabolic Interpolation/ Brent's method, and first derivative assisted search [18] . All of them assume a well-defined bracket of three points (a, b, c) encompassing the minimum such that (a > b) and (b < c) and the minimum is zeroed in upon iteratively. However, the emphasis of our problem lies not in finding the exact minimum, but the nearest integer frame. Moreover, the real problem lies in identifying the associated "bracket."
Contact Analysis
Contact events are important motion classifiers since they yield constraint information about the supporting (or manipulating) end-effectors. If contact events are matched in consistent interpolation frameworks, supporting endeffector slippage can be minimized. Distances between endeffector and interaction surfaces could be tracked as mentioned in [5] . A more simplified metric, like vertical foot translation, can be tracked for floor-interaction events since motion capture sessions are usually performed on horizontal planar surfaces.
The tracked distance data now needs to be segmented into "on"/"off" events. Fig. 3e, Fig. 3f, Fig. 3g, Fig. 3h illustrate the analytical contact detection mechanism. In Fig. 3e , the on-off thresholds convert the Euclidean distance of the end-effector from the tracked surface into Boolean regions. The gray patch labeled "a" in Fig. 3e illustrates a situation where implementing the on and off thresholds as a band instead of a line, serves as a noise filter. The dark gray box in Fig. 3f illustrates low pass filtering of contact regions and the associated glitch is removed in Fig. 3g . Takeoff events fk 1 ; k 2 g and impact events fl 1 ; l 2 g are detected. After applying intensity filtering in Fig. 3h , only fk 2 ; l 2 g survives, where "lift" (maximum distance of the end-effector w.r.t. the interaction surface, between "on"! "off" and "off"! "on" switches) intensities are calculated as:
Both angular and contact analysis techniques are similar in design as they involve tracking, flip detection, temporal filtering, and, last, spatial filtering (see Fig. 5a ). If the associated thresholds are not set judiciously, overrepresentation or underrepresentation could occur. We avoid using absolute thresholds and rely on percentile-based thresholds updated at motion-unit boundaries.
Locomotion Analysis
Locomotion encompasses a class of actions which is very commonplace in human articulation. As a result, it has also been extensively analyzed [6] , [9] , [12] , [13] , [16] , [22] . Using a fixed combination of angular and end-effector contact events [12] , [16] , it is possible to identify locomotion. Since the primary function of the lower-body is locomotion, creating a dedicated locomotion template achieves a more focused representation scheme for it. The locomotion template is a combination of hip angular analysis and foot contact analysis. Though more angular DOFs could be analyzed, procedural animation literature [12] , [16] reports that analysis of the hips suffices for locomotion classification. Fig. 4a shows the event sequence for two types of gaits, walking and running, which can be identified from the pattern of foot-plants. The support phases shown in Fig. 4a refer to the number of feet supporting the character between the labeled contact events. Foot constraints can be derived after such a locomotion analysis. Note that running-type motions have a zero-support phase which bears angular correspondence with the double support phase of walking-type motions. This is the main reason for using the classification terms, mid-transfer and end-transfer to allow conflicting end-effector events to be matched. These terms are drawn from gait literature [12] , [16] and refer to the body-weight transfer process to the supporting foot.
By detecting the presence of single or double support in primitives, the gait type can be easily determined and labeled accordingly (with weight-transfer events). The heuristic for detecting run-type motions can be expressed as: If the current event is a landing and the next event is a takeoff and both these events are contributed by the same foot, then zerosupport has been detected. The heuristic for detecting walktype motions is: If the current event is a landing and the next event is also a landing (contributed by the other foot), then doublesupport has been detected. A stationary category is also added to the locomotion template to cover inactive lower bodies (no foot-contact events). Context-based hip-flexion search proceeds next, in zones encompassed by foot landing/ takeoff events. Angular analysis techniques explained in Section 6.1 are used as is, except that the range of extrema searching is limited to specific durations of the motion. Applying the locomotion template to different motions need not extract all the events shown in Fig. 4a . Event omissions may result due to natural variations in timing (e.g., hip flexion may occur after mid-transfer) or due to hybrid motion characteristics (e.g., part walk, part run-type motions). However, it injects a common reference in the correspondence of generic motions. Fig. 4b shows how a partial locomotion template builds common ground for diverse motions. Kick and jump are acyclic, the former being a static motion. Based on hip flexion and foot landing/takeoff events, they are consistently corresponded with a cyclic run. Such focused searching allows the generation of seamless transition from locomotion to other miscellaneous actions. Similar special purpose templates can be developed for extracting other motion properties and used in the representation framework. For example, an armimpact class could be developed consisting of punch or slap type motions with a distinct elbow-flexion, shoulderflexion/abduction, and hand-contact profile. In our system, templates can be specified as an ordered set of generic lowlevel events (angular extrema and contact patterns) without any timing or intensity information. This information is automatically extracted if a complete or partial template sequence is found in the motion.
Our motion representation and correspondence framework is summarized in Fig. 5a . We have discussed the DOF segmentation and analytical event segmentation components. We now describe context dependent state representation next, after which we revisit Fig. 5 to explain the entire metadata architecture.
STATE CONSTRUCTION
The analyzed events need to be combined to form information-rich states. The quality of intermotion correspondence depends heavily on the state construction process. Three main issues have to be dealt with: 1) The contributing set of DOFs may differ for different motions; 2) some events may be more significant than others, requiring prioritization during state construction and subsequent correspondence; 3) DOF events contributing to a body-part state may occur at slightly different frames.
The first issue expresses the lack of a common ground for comparison between motions. We addressed this problem through context sensitive representation (see Section 3). This process can be performed online since the number of secondary DOFs is manageably small for small groups of motions. It could also be cached for later reuse for the same set of motions. The dynamic representation proposed here ensures minimality in representation and yet provides flexibility. It also compensates the limitations of DOF segmentation.
Issue 2) (i.e., unequal importance of events) is addressed with an event priority mechanism. Event intensities establish the importance of events. These intensities could directly establish intrametric priority (e.g., angular intensities introduced in Section 6.1). Since domains of different metrics may be unrelated, appropriate numerical offsets to intrametric priorities could establish intermetric priority (e.g., between angular and contact events). Formally, let there be a set fe 1 ; e 2 ; . . . ; e N g of low-level event analysis and template analysis metrics. In general, the term analysis metric is used to refer to both low-level and template metrics. While an event refers to a physical instance of the phenomena (e.g., {L.Elbow_flex,30} left elbow-flexion event at frame 30), a metric refers to the descriptor (e.g., angular extrema) which defines this phenomena. Template metrics can be created using an arbitrary combination of low-level event metrics. Depending on the need to discriminate within analysis metric e i , a priority attribute p i needs to be defined. Attribute p i could be a constant if e i need not be discriminated or it could be a linear or quadratic function of the numerical values assumed by e i . For example, the priority attribute for angular extrema events is expressed as a difference of neighboring extrema values (intensity) of the analyzed DOF. Apart from intraevent-metric priorities, interevent-metric priorities also need to be established. This is implemented by adding offset values r i to calculated p i intensities. The final state intensities are calculated from event intensities using
where b i 1 if e i contributes to the state 0; otherwise:
The current framework uses the analysis metric set {angular extrema, end-effector contact/release, locomotion}, with priority attributes {degree of motion, , } and a relevance bias {0,999,9999}. The priority attributes indicate that all contact and locomotion events are equally important (priority attribute = ), whereas angular extrema events are discriminated based on their intensities. The relevance bias emphasizes that the locomotion template enjoys maxmium priority, followed by end-effector contact, and then angular extrema. The relevance bias should be set after studying the numerical range of priority attribute values (e.g., ½0 o ; 360 o for angular intensity) and the desired degree of prioritization of the analysis metrics, i.e., either discrete or fuzzy priorities.
Let us explain the role of the relevance bias with some numbers. The maximum value of the angular priority attribute p 1 is 360 o (using angular range ½0 o ; 360 o ). Having r 2 ¼ 999 implies that one contact event is approximately equivalent to three strongest possible angular events combined. In observed motion samples, "strong" angular peak differences generally do not exceed 120 o , so the contact event has about the same importance as eight other "strong" angular extrema events. Similarly, r 3 ¼ 9999 implies that a locomotion event is roughly equivalent to 10 contact events and 80 "strong" extrema events. Our relevance bias values {0,999,9999} thus clearly prioritize a uniformly distributed metric set. Fuzzy priorities can be implemented by using bias values that are less than the range of peer event metrics. For example, if r 2 ¼ 60, then angular events with intensities greater than 60 o will gain higher priority than contact events.
Issue 3) (i.e., slight time offsets in contributing events) is addressed with an event compaction algorithm to create coherent and minimal state-space motion representation. The first step is to create M bins for an analyzed clip with M frames and then to populate the bins with all the analyzed events. Each nonempty bin becomes a candidate state, with state intensities calculated as shown in (1). As mentioned before, a logical state may actually be spread over a few frames. The main aim of the algorithm is to realize a compact representation. Hence, closely spaced candidate states need to be grouped. If two candidate states are separated by less than a threshold distance (number of frames or bins), the candidate with lesser state-intensity is reassigned to its neighbor and that neighbor's state intensity increases by an equivalent amount (making it a stronger state). It is here that the relevance bias parameter controls the representation process, by deciding which candidate state retains its original location. By removing fine event timing variations, state compaction allows for better correspondence between multimodal (number of analyzed DOFs > 1) motions. Typically, three to 10 states have been identified for various clips ranging from 20 to 100 frames, using a separation threshold of three frames. The separation threshold can be varied by the user to control the number of states. Real cases of priority based control are presented in Section 9.
Let us summarize the salient features of the metadata architecture and reemphasize the workflow. A simple angular DOF segmentation is used, without any sensitivity metric that could unfairly bias the choice of classifiers. Two low-level event analysis metrics have been used: angular maxima/minima and end-effector contact. A locomotion template is created with a combination of these metrics. Events arising from these three sources are then prioritized and combined into motion states. The construction of states for a given motion varies with the motions it is being matched with (context dependent representation), allowing a compact primary and flexible secondary representation. Motion representation is done in two passes: 1) an offline process-DOFs segmented, events analyzed and filed-to extract the primary events; 2) an online process-secondary DOFs detected, events analyzed and cached-to extract secondary events and construct states. Motion states resulting from this process are used to establish correspondence between different motions and this correspondence is subsequently used for preinterpolation motion alignment.
The generic properties of the framework are outlined in Fig. 5b . The low-level DOF metrics could be individually analyzed or contextually driven by templates (e.g., locomotion, arm-impact, etc.). Any type of event representation metric can be incorporated into the framework. Templates implement knowledge-based representation. Low-level event metrics can be efficiently used as building blocks for these templates. The framework allows free mingling of template-based events and low-level events. A two-fold priority mechanism is enforced which first discriminates events arising from a given analysis metric and second between different analysis metrics. This control mechanism allows a deterministic resolution of possible conflicts between correspondence sequences arising from different metrics, transferring the choice of motion-feature importance from the algorithm to the designer/animator. The lack of such correspondence control is a significant limitation of existing single-metric correspondence algorithms like Dynamic Time Warping [21] .
OPTIMAL STATE MATCHING ALGORITHM
The previous sections explained the construction of states and the contextual representation of motion primitives with a time-ordered set of such states. This section solves the correspondence problem as a best match between statesequences. Once event-based correspondence is established between different primitives, the associated state times are used for preinterpolation motion alignment [3] . As mentioned earlier, a state is comprised of one or more events, an intensity value (to establish its importance), and a normalized occurrence time (frame time expressed as fraction of clip-length). The subsequent discussion relies heavily on this definition of states.
This section describes in detail the algorithm for establishing correspondence between two or four motions at a time, after each motion is contextually classified into a state-sequence. The algorithm can be generalized to handle 2 d motions where d is an integer. Since a state can contain multiple events, each state comparison is Oðn 2 Þ, where n is the number of events per state. A suboptimal state matching algorithm is presented in [3] , where input state-sequences are blindly matched, without any notion of semantic importance of states, e.g., there is no distinction of event intensities nor any attempt at getting the longest match. The algorithm in [3] is noncommutative, e.g. matching, {run, walk} yields a different correspondence mapping compared to matching {walk, run}. Furthermore, it is easily thrown out of sequence by irrelevant matches. These problems are addressed here via a globally optimal algorithm which searches all possible combinations of state matches. The correspondence problem can be expressed as finding a time ordered sequence of matched state tuples. In the general case, there may be more than one solution. The objective here is to extract the longest and the most semantically relevant match sequence. The mechanism employed is a recursive search that maximizes an objective function and investigates all possible match combinations.
Consider the example of motion A being matched with motion B in Fig. 6a Fig. 6a and Fig. 6b ). The ending point of this search depends on the motion type: 1) For cyclic cases, the search wraps around at (s B NÀ1 ) and stops when the first matched (state after s B f in Fig. 6a and Fig. 6b ) state is hit; 2) for acyclic cases, the search stops at the last available state (s B NÀ1 ). So, the search range can be compactly defined as ½s g. This denser correspondence mapping implies preservation of more salient features in source motions and, hence, more consistent interpolation than in the suboptimal case. The objective function for selecting the most relevant solution is now described. One or more events may be matched in a given state-pair comparison. Intensities (see Section 7) of these matched events are accumulated over the match-sequence (m-string) to define a relevance metric, sequence intensity (sintensity). While maximization of m-string length is desirable for the best correspondence between motions, maximization of s-intensity is equally desirable for the most meaningful match from a set of equal m-string length solutions. Intensities can be designed as explained earlier in (1) in Section 7 to assign importance to states and control the correspondence. The search algorithm is now described A recursive algorithm is used for its intuitiveness. The procedure accepts a history of matches (m-string), index of the state to be matched (s Fig. 6c shows a graphical representation of the search, illustrating a snap-shot of an iteration n (n ¼ 2 in the example) levels down in the search tree. After multiple matches are found for s A n in motion B , each possibility is explored in cases (i), (ii), and (iii), shown in Fig. 6c . Case (iv) simulates a "no-match" to escape local minima. Matches for s A nþ1 are found only in cases (i) and (iv). However, this does not prevent cases (ii) and (iii) from being explored further since they could ultimately yield the longest match sequence.
Every node in the complexity tree in Fig. 6c represents an image of the recursive search routine. State-pair matching complexity (Oðn 2 Þ for n events/state) is ignored as it does not affect the upperbound complexity of the search tree. The search complexity is governed by the number of states to be searched. The algorithm has a time complexity Oðp M NÞ if p À 1 is the upperbound number of matches in line 2 and M and N represent number of states in motions A and B, respectively. Leaf node complexity is assumed to be OðNÞ because the last state in motion A (s A M ) is compared with a maximum of N states in motion B . Thus, the complexity analysis has been done in a bottom-up fashion. Despite the high time complexity, convergence is reasonably fast (less than a second on a 1GHz CPU).
The proposed algorithm is commutative as all possibilities are considered exhaustively and results are not affected by the ordering of the input primitives. It can handle 2 d primitives, where d is a positive integer, via hierarchical searching [3] . For example, to establish 4-way correspondence, the matching is first done on two motions, then the resulting match sequences from the first pass are matched with each other in the next pass. Such hierarchical matching is not order-invariant because different two-tuples yield different first level correspondence. To overcome this problem, all combinations of input state sequence-pairs can be considered in each pass before choosing the one that most suits the objective function in the next pass. The number of low-level invocations rise exponentially for greater levels of hierarchy if order-invariance has to be enforced. Practically, order-invariant results are not critical as long as the established correspondence is relevant.
RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
This section demonstrates the salient components of representation and correspondence described in this paper. The objective of our experiments is to evaluate the validity of our framework, measure its performance complexity, as well as perform a theoretical comparison with known methods. Framespace interpolation [3] , [4] , [12] , a statebased consistent interpolation method, has been used to demonstrate the validity of the methods proposed so far. We christen the integrated representation, correspondence and interpolation framework Metadata Assisted Framespace Interpolation (MAFI).
A wide variety of motions have been used to test the generic nature of the framework, e.g., sprint, jog, jump, walk, front-kick, side-kick, punch, uppercut, flat-throw, over-throw, jive, 1 egytian-rap. 2 These motions have different and often conflicting functionalities (e.g., running and dancing), so they provide a glimpse into how the correspondence framework extracts semantic similarities from different structures (state representation). Used primitives vary between 1 to 3 seconds (@30fps NTSC) in length and follow the orthogonality definition in Section 4. All experimental results are free of any manual touch-up or data massaging. Table 1 shows a summary of offline metadata analysis on various test motions. The first column lists the primitives and their duration in frames (@30fps NTSC). The second column lists the primary DOFs that are automatically segmented (see Section 5) . Locomotion templates are exceptions that are invoked only upon user specification. The third column lists the event channels e 0 to e NÀ1 , where N is the number of primary channels present in the motion. The segmented DOFs in the second column are shown in the format body-half:[side.]Joint.rotation-axis, where 'rX' & 'rY' represent X & Y rotation, respectively, and side of the joint is optional, e.g., for neck, pelvis, or head joints. Event channels in the third column contain a sequence of events labeled in the format: ([{side.}]Joint_eventType, frameIndex). The anatomical meanings of the eventType labels have already been introduced in Fig. 2b . Let us illustrate the semantics of Table 1 by explaining the first motion (entitled sprint). The sprint motion has 23 frames, with two upper body primary DOFs identified automatically and a manually triggered locomotion template channel. The adjoining event analysis channels were automatically analyzed. e 0 represents the right shoulder X axis rotation (twist) channel. Lateral ('_lat') & medial ('_med') twist events represent the maxima/ minima points anatomically. As evident from Table 1 , a relatively small number of DOFs (e.g., two to four) were effectively segmented to describe the motion of each body-half. The local extrema analysis algorithm further limits the number of identifed peaks/valleys. Both factors contribute to compact construction of states. We perform the analysis directly on Euler angles because of their similarity to anatomical semantics in the used MOCAP setup (see Section 4). Event intensities accompany each event. These have not been shown in Table 1 to avoid cluttering up the presented results. A more detailed perspective on their role in controlling representation and correspondence is presented in Fig. 7 . It provides a program trace (annotated with reference tags Z 1;::;8 ) of state-construction and correspondence for the {egyptian-rap, jive} combination. In case (I), the relevance bias for locomotion is set to a high value (9999) so that locomotion events are clearly prioritized over angular events. In case (II), the relevance value of locomotion is set to a very low value (10) so that it cannot dominate proceedings. The top portion of the program trace shows the online event analysis of secondary DOFs (Z 1 ), and the collection of events into bins (Z 2 ). The (F#n, m) label refers to nonempty bin n, followed by the number of events in it (m). Each state is comprised of one or more ), represented in the format: fevent 0 ½intensity 0 ; ::; event z ½intensity z gðframeIndex) . State construction is affected by event intensities when closely spaced events have to be aggregated to one state. The low priority ankle flexion event (L.A_flex) gets reassigned from bin 54 to bin 52(see Z 2 and Z 4 ), using the rule: The stronger candidate state stays put and attracts weaker neighbors. In case (II), locomotion events in the region of bin 50 to 52 compete with each other and get aggregated to bin 52. But, this aggregation does not survive long as the ankle flexion event in bin 54 is now a much stronger event than the two locomotion events in bin 52. So, events in bin 52 get relocated to bin 54 (see Z 2 and Z 7 in Fig. 7) .
The effect of event priorities on state construction becomes evident only during aggregation of closely spaced events. In contrast, the effect of event priorities is significant on correspondence. Correspondence relevance is measured by s-intensity, which is an aggregation of intensities con- In the former, the match is established on the basis of hip-flexion, which happens to be part of the locomotion template. In the latter, the match is on the merit of right ankle extension. The most significant difference between the two solutions is the reversal of priority of locomotion and angular events. Since the priority scheme relates the semantic importance of different event metrics to the search algorithm, it provides an effective way to control correspondence. Such an intuitive control mechanism is significantly missing in existing correspondence methods [7] , [9] , [21] . In summary, Fig. 7 illustrates the process of context sensitive event analysis (Z 1;2 ) and priority-guided state construction (Z 3;4 ASHRAF AND WONG: SEMANTIC REPRESENTATION AND CORRESPONDENCE FOR STATE-BASED MOTION TRANSITION 15 Fig . 7 . Program trace to demonstrate effect of event intensities on state construction and correspondence.
and Z 6;7 ) with different correspondence results (Z 5 and Z 8 ) resulting from different relevance biases for analysis metrics. Also note the wrap-around matching (since both motions are cyclic) evident in the last correspondence tuple in Z 5 and Z 8 . Fig. 8 aims to establish the validity of our framework and prove that it handles cases where Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) fails. DTW works well for similar motions, e.g., two styles of human walking (Fig. 8a) . However, DTW fails to provide optimal correspondence of cases like walking and dancing (Fig. 8b) . Signal-shape correspondence proves to be meaningless in the presence of such large shape disparities. The dots shown in Fig. 8b represent one of the correspondence pegs, constructed from hip-flexion events that occur at these frames. This mapping affects the entire lower body. Likewise, matched events from other DOFs or template events are used to define correspondence pegs in other parts of the clips. Motions with different signal shapes can still possess common semantics, e.g., walking and dancing may possess common patterns of foot-plants and angular extrema sequences from certain DOFs like the hip or the knee. While DTW fails to generate optimal correlation between walking and dancing, the proposed framework succeeds in matching semantic features like pose extrema and ground contact patterns, as shown in Fig. 8c, Fig. 8d , and Fig. 8e . Pose slippage is inevitable in any forward kinematics framework. Consistent interpolation minimizes such artifacts if the associated support states are correlated. Furthermore, correlated angular extrema also serve to preserve original motion characteristics. Fig. 8c and Fig. 8d show a comparison of horizontal foot velocity, designed to study support foot slippage (noisy spikes at the base of jagged peaks). Though slippage is evident in consistent interpolation as well, it averages at about 0.025 cm/frame, which is about a 50 percent reduction compared to simple averaging (slippage velocities average at 0.05 cm/frame). Animation results [2] show a perceptible difference between these results. Fig. 8e and Fig. 8f show how angular extrema (of a pelvis DOF) are well-preserved during transition. As evident from the three distinct zones (Z 1;::;3 ) in Fig. 8e , the transition function eases into the walk motion (Z 2 ) and then eases back into the egypt-rap dance (Z 3 ). The transition is seamless, largely due to good motion correspondence which aligns primitives optimally. The peaks p 2;::;4 in the transition region are well-preserved. Fig. 8f shows a comparison between simple averaging and extrema-event preserved interpolation. The dotted circles enclose jive motion cycles, which are eased into and out of from the egypt-rap motion. The solid circle-pairs fc 1 ; c 3 g and fc 2 ; c 4 g represent results from identical transition zones. Both motions have a distinct extrema (fp 1 ; v 1 g and fp 2 ; v 2 g). While consistent interpolation successfully preserves these maxima/minima features (see c 3 and c 4 in Fig. 8f ), simple averaging completely obliterates them (see c 1 and c 2 in Fig. 8f ). Since the consistent interpolation algorithm yields superior results compared to simple averaging, using completely automated representation and correspondence methods proposed here, it adequately proves the validity of our contributions. Table 2 , "(2,4)+(4,6)" means that input motions have two and four states in the upper-body and four and six states in the lower body, respectively, within which the statesearching algorithm proceeds.
Similarly, the sample space "(23,46)x63" means that the source clips have 23 and 46 samples, respectively, for each DOF, which are multiplied 63 times for full body sample correspondence space. The estimated number of iterations in DTW searching is calculated as m Â n Â numDOF s, where m and n are source motion lengths. For the case of four motions, it is assumed that two motions are matched at a time and the resulting warped clips from each pair are matched again. The length of the intermediate clips is assumed to be an average of the source clip lengths.
The proposed optimal algorithm shows spectacular results in comparison. It just takes between 0.03 percent to 0.4 percent iterations to exhaustively explore all possible semantic matches, compared to DTW. Each correspondence operation was measured a few times and a median of the observed timings is presented. The simulations have been run on SGI/Intergraph ZX10 (1 GHz CPU). The economy of this algorithm is rooted in the compact construction of information-rich states, as can be seen in the third column of Table 2 . From the simulated examples, it can be observed that the time complexity Oðp M NÞ (branching factor p, M, and N source states) gives a far more conservative estimate of the actual search complexity. In real cases: 1) The branching factor usually diminishes toward the bottom of the search-tree; 2) the effect of the branching factor is much more dramatic for nodes nearer to the root.
In our implemented system, short motion clips are registered once, during which the primary DOF segmenta- tion and analysis are performed. If cycles are detected, they are analyzed individually. In most cases, the user has to indicate only the region of interest (for long clips) and the rest is done automatically. Only rarely, if important features are missed, does the user have to tweak analysis thresholds. The subsequent state generation and correspondence proceeds automatically, guided by preset priority attributes (see Section 7). We have achieved generic motion transitions with our automatic representation and correspondence system in conjunction with framespace interpolation [3] , [4] . Source motions, extracted metadata, and a selected group of animations supporting this paper can be viewed on the web [2] (additional links to a large collection of test cases can be found on the site).
SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK
Conclusion
Multilayered information about salient motion features promises an editing system that is much closer to our perception of motions. The most direct benefit of our framework is the identification of reference points for preinterpolation motion alignment. This paper reasserts some basic principles of motion interpolation and associated preprocessing algorithms. It thoroughly examines the implication of interpolation consistency in the presence of diverse genres of source motions. Most importantly, it formulates an integrated solution for generic and economical motion transition by automating representation and correspondence.
Existing motion transition techniques lack automatic representation and correspondence processes that can handle generic motions in interactive settings. Existing state-of-the-art in motion representation (Hidden Markov Models [7] ) and correspondence (Dynamic Time Warping [21] ) are unsuitable for economical semantic control of motion transitions.
Kinematics state representation can describe salient motion features in compact form. These states can be constructed in different ways from either generic low-level DOF events or preconceived templates (see Section 7). State correspondence allows more flexible and economical warping than DTW. Furthermore, feature alignment is based on semantic similarities instead of low-level signal shapes (see Section 8) . State-based analysis is not a novel idea [7] , [12] , [19] . Our framework's uniqueness lies in the way states can be constructed from a combination of event metrics and templates to represent desirable motion features in the entire articulated figure. End-effector contact, angular maxima/minima, and locomotion are just an example set of analyzers (that perform adequately well). Templates introduce knowledge-based analysis without compromising architecture scalability. Continuous valued priorities provide intuitive control over the correspondence process. If source motions possess very different event sequences or important features are not prioritized, the proposed framework is likely to yield poor correspondence. These are design problems rather than algorithmic limitations.
The reduction of slippage artifacts in the consistent interpolation of two significantly different motions by 50 percent compared to simple averaging and the preservation of fine angular features prove the validity of our framework. The failure of Dynamic Time Warping for the above test combination can be asserted based on the proven disparities in signal shapes of semantically similar motions. We have presented the limitations of pioneering work [9] in human motion correspondence and provide a more practical alternative.
Future Work
Representation results depend heavily on percentile thresholds for event segmentation and aggregation of events into states. A more refined threshold determination mechanism could relieve the user from having to finetune these thresholds. By maximizing the number of matched states for certain desirable motion combinations, attributes and bias weights could be learned.
More event analyzers can be incorporated to express different features, e.g., in the absence of end-effector interactions in free-bodied motions, pelvis translational DOFs need to be analyzed. More templates need to be devised for common motions like impact (e.g., kick, punch), limb-roll (e.g., over-arm throw, swimming), etc. to enrich the knowledge base. Since template definition requires significant knowledge about movements, it could be worth attempting automatic template generation. A group of test samples could be analyzed and hierarchically corresponded. The final match could then be stored as a template (without the timing and intensity). However, human interference in the resolution of conflicting sequences may be inevitable (recall the single support/ double support conflict between walk and run variants of locomotion).
Heuristics-based search techniques can be explored to limit exponential search spaces. A threshold number of state matches or sequence intensity can be used as heursitics for pruning and termination. A nonrecursive implementation can be attempted to ease memory requirements.
APPENDIX ANATOMICAL TRANSFORMATION
The anatomical transformation explained here is useful when using data sets with different representations. Fig. 9 explains the geometric transformation for hinge and spherical joints. Relative vectors are obtained by differencing joint position vectors in world space. The flexion/ extension DOF in hinge joints can be obtained from the containing relative vectors, as shown in Fig. 9a and Fig. 9b . In spherical joints (see Fig. 9c and Fig. 9d ), angles are measured with respect to a reference plane. The orientation of the reference plane is extracted with cross products of reference vectors. The examples shown in Fig. 9 can be easily applied to every joint in the human skeleton, using different relative vectors. For example, for analyzing the wrist (spherical joint), apart from the immediate linked segments (hand and lower arm), a relative vector defined by (W rist minus Shoulder) could fulfill the role oft t in Fig. 9c and Fig. 9d .
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